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a) Are drinking bottles recycled in our country?                                                                                                                                         

i. if so, Where can they be taken? Does one get money for recycling them? What happens to the 
drink bottles that have been collected?                                                                                                                                                         
ii. if drink bottles are thrown into the garbage, what happens to them?

b) Are other sorts of plastic packaging material collected in our country?                                                     
i. if so, In what year did this began?                                                                                                                                                                                      
ii. if so, Where can an individual consumer take this type of plastic?                                                                                                                            
iii. if so, How many kilograms of plastic is collected to be recycled per year per person?                                                                                         
iv. if so, Does your country also refine plastics in addition to collecting them?                                                                                                           
v. if this type of plastic is thrown away into the garbage, What happens to them?

c) In addition to drinking bottles and plastic packaging material, are other sorts of plastic objects 
recycled in my country?

d) What kind of bags are available at a regular supermarket? Do plastic bags have a separate price?
e) In your opinion, for mhst purposes is plastic the best or one of the best materials?



Where can drink bottles be taken? What happens to 
them? And does one get money for recycling them?

- Supermarkets give money for bringing bottles back we call this “statiegeld”
- You pay extra but the money gets returned when u bring the bottles back
- They got sorted and re-used
- small bottles are melted down and that molten plastic is used again to make 

bottles



When drink bottles are thrown into the 
garbage, what happens to them?

People bring it to a place, at this place the plastic is crushed. 

Most of the plastic garbage is going to a place where people recycled it.

From the recycled plastic people make new stuff.



In what year were different sorts of plastic 
first collected?

Since 1955 we have been paying close attention to waste separation. And waste 
processing is increasingly carried out on a larger scale. Incinerators are getting 
better and better and compost is made from biodegradable waste. Thirteen 
different waste stream were created in 1992. Because of this there were also 
‘’Milieuparken’’ created. Now are different sorts of waste collected at home on 
different days of the week. When to put these waste on street and what waste 
belongs to certain stream, you can look up on the internet or download a few 
specific app for it.



Where can an consumer bring these other 
sorts of plastic?

An individual consumer can bring these other sorts of plastic to the in 1922 
created ‘’milieuparken’’. These places are literally translated ‘’environment parks’’. 
An environment park is a specially equipped place to separate and recycle waste.



How many kilograms is collected to be 
recycled per year per person?

The average person normally use thirty kilograms plastic a year to be recycled.



Does your country also refine plastic in 
addition to collecting them?



What happens to the other sort of plastic 
when it is thrown into the garbage?

We have to bring our plastic packagings to special containers. A few times a week garbage trucks empty 
these containers and bring all the plastic to one of the 40 collection points in the Netherlands. After this 
the plastic will be divided over a plastic sorting machine at Rotterdam or at Germany. This machine cleans 
and dries the plastic and sorts out the useful plastic. Eventually there will be 5 different sorts of 
plastic.These will be sold to companies that produce all kinds of products, for example plastic packaging, 
tennis balls,  license plates and fleece sweaters.



In addition to drink bottles and plastic packaging materials are other sorts 
of plastic objects recycled in my country / hometown? 

● Plastic packaging fee to cover recycling costs.
● Roermond: plastic heroes bags and milieuparken.



What kind of bags are available at the supermarket? 
Do plastic bags have a separate price?

There are a few bags you can buy in the shop but the most popular one is the 
small, white bag, this cost most of the time 10 cents.

You also have a few other bags but the most of                                                     
them are made of cardboard.

In the clothing shops the bags are almost                                                            
always for free.



For what purposes is plastic the best 
material?

- It's cheap
- It's is not heavy
- It's easy to recycle
- It's a firm material


